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with no bias of the library diversity

Zhiqing Tao,1,2,8 Xiaoling Zhao,3,4,8 Huan Wang,5,8 Juan Zhang,3 Guosheng Jiang,5 Bin Yu,1,2 Yihao Chen,1,2

Mingjun Zhu,1,2 Junli Long,1,2 Lei Yin,6 Xu Zhang,1,2 Maili Liu,1,2,7 and Lichun He1,2,9,*

SUMMARY

Nanobody, referred to the variable domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies, has several advantages such as
small size and feasible Escherichia coli expression, making them promising for scientific research and ther-
apies. Conventional nanobodyscreeningandexpressionmethodsoften suffer from theneed for subcloning
intoexpressionvectors andamplification-induceddiversity loss.Here,wedevelopedan integratedmethod
for simultaneous screening and expression. Nanobody libraries were cloned and secretly expressed in the
culture medium. Target-specific nanobodies were isolated through 1–3 rounds of dilution and regrowth
following thePoissondistribution. This ensured nodismissal of positive clones,with populations of positive
clones increasing over 10-fold in each dilution round. Ultimately, we isolated 5 nanobodies against death
domain receptor 5 and 5 against Pyrococcus furiosus DNA polymerase directly from their immunized li-
braries. Notably, our approach enables nanobody screening without specialized instruments, demon-
stratingbroadapplicability in routinemonoclonalnanobodyproduction fordiversebiomedical applications.

INTRODUCTION

Single-domain antibody also namednanobody, refers to the variable domain from the heavy-chain-only antibody (VHH).1 Nanobody emerges

as an alternative to the traditional antibody as it has several unique properties, such as high solubility, excellent stability, and small size (10–

15 kDa).2 Unlike the normalmonoclonal antibody, nanobody can be expressed in E. coliwith a high yield. Fusing theN terminus of a nanobody

with a secretion signal peptide can lead to the secretion of the nanobody into the periplasmic space and the extracellular milieu through the

type II secretion system3 or some other unspecific release ways.4 Moreover, nanobodies could specifically bind the antigen with an affinity in

the nanomolar range.5 The lack of light chains facilitates nanobodies for the construction of bispecific antibodies as well as conjugations with

E3 ubiquitin ligases for specific degradation of target proteins.6 Owing to these properties of the nanobody, diverse biomedical and scientific

applications of nanobody also include the usage of nanobody in hot start polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) and chimeric antigen receptor

T cell (CAR-T) therapies.7,8 Nevertheless, the isolation of nanobodiesmainly followsmethods used for screening traditional antibodies such as

phage display, cell surface display, and ribosome display.9 These display methods are usually labor intensive, involving separated screening

and producing vector systems. The isolation of target-specificmonoclonal antibodies usually takesmonths. Furthermore, the commonly used

phage display method has been reported to suffer from the loss of library diversity during the amplification procedure.10,11 The amplification

of the screening libraries, which is a critical step for phage display, diminishes the diversity of libraries and reduces the number of different

clones bindingwith the antigen specifically, hindering the identification of antibodies with different binding epitopes and affinities. One of the

reasons is the competition of the binding between antibodies and the target molecule, which reduces the monoclonal antibodies with lower

affinities. Other factors rather than the binding affinity also contribute to the loss of diversities of the library. Different peptides are presented

unequally by phages.12 Moreover, a single phage particle infects bacteria and then secrets more than 1,000 copies of phage, which greatly

enriches phages with growth advantage during any of the amplification procedures.10 By contrast, several recent studies highlighted the

importance of the diversity of antibodies. Low- or moderate-affinity rather than high-affinity antibodies deliver greater activity, even when
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they share overlapping binding epitopes with the high-affinity antibody.13–15,16 Thus, the development of new methods for antibody discov-

eries is needed to overcome the problem of the convergence of the library.

Here, we presented a rapid and no-biased approach to generate monoclonal nanobodies against selected targets. Two immunized li-

braries against the Death receptor 5 (DR5) and the Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) DNA polymerase were secretively expressed into the culture me-

dium. With the dilution and regrowth of E. coli transformed with each immunized library, populations of positive nanobody clones were en-

richedmore than 10-fold per round with no loss of the library diversity based on themathematical calculation. The target-specific monoclonal

nanobodies were then isolated and purified directly from the culture medium. Moreover, this integrated way of screening and expression

of nanobodies works even without any specialized instruments, providing a robust, low-cost, and no-biased approach to generating mono-

clonal nanobodies against selected targets.

RESULTS

Secretion of nanobodies into the culture medium

E. coli has been used as one of the most suitable hosts for the production of recombinant proteins, such as nanobodies and antibody frag-

ments. However, nanobodies expressed in the cytosol of E. coli face several problems including the formation of insoluble inclusion bodies,

and the inability to form disulfide bonds correctly.17 Both will ultimately lead to toxicity to the host cell.18 As data from our lab showed several

proteins could be secreted into the culture medium by fusing it with the pelB signal peptide (Figure S1 HdeA, Spy, Im7 secretion), we are

wondering if nanobodies could be secreted into the culture medium to avoid the aforementioned toxic problems. For this purpose, we con-

structed expression vectors by fusing the pelB signal peptide and 63 His-tags on the N terminus of nanobodies from a commercial naive

library (Qinhe Life Science Ltd.) (Figure 1B). As we expected, the preliminary experiments revealed all 5 randomly chosen nanobodies

were secreted into the culture medium with a clear band on the SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 1C), proving the feasibility of secretion expression

of nanobodies by E. coli. The secretion of nanobody into the culture medium not only enables us to screen the monoclonal nanobody in

a similar way as the hybridoma technology but also allows us to integrate the screening and purification of nanobodies by using the same

expression vector and host cells, which will greatly reduce the time needed for the discovery of specific binding nanobodies.

New strategy for direct isolation of specific nanobodies with simple dilution and regrown cycles

The numbers of antigen-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG)-secreting B cells in the peripheral blood range from the order of 101�4 per 106

cells after a single immunization.19–22 Thus, directly following the hybridoma technology by diluting an immunized nanobody library ex-

pressing E. coli into single cell per well to perform screening for specific monoclonal nanobodies faces the problem of low throughput.23

To solve this problem, we designed a new strategy to mix 10n clones per well. In this way, a single 96-well plate could reach a screening

throughput of 10n+2. For the convenience of calculation, 96 wells were approximated as 100 wells here and in the following text. Once the

well with positive clones was identified, a division of m clones was taken out, diluted, and re-distributed equally into a new 96-well plate for

the next round of isolating the specific monoclonal nanobody. Since the mixture of E. coli clones in each well could be considered as com-

plete homogenous materials, the number of positive clones in the division (m) taken out from the positive well follows the Poisson distri-

bution (Equation 1),

PðXÞ =
lx

x!
e� l; l = m � 10� n (Equation 1)

Figure 1. Unique features of nanobodies compared to conventional antibodies

(A) Schematic structures of the conventional antibody, the heavy-chain-only antibody from camel serum, and the variable fragment of heavy-chain antibodies

(VHH) also named as nanobody or single-domain antibody (SdAb).

(B) Construction and modification of the pET-22b vector for expression and secretion of nanobodies by E. coli.

(C) SDS-PAGE analysis of various nanobodies secreted into the E. coli culture medium. 10 times concentrated supernatant of the cell culture mediumwas applied

for SDS-PAGE analysis.
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where P(X) was the probability of taking X positive clones; l specified the expected value of the number of positive clones in the division (m),

which equaled the product of the number of clones in the division (m) and the probability of taking one positive clone (10�n); and ez 2.718

was the base of the natural logarithm. The probability of at least one positive clone being presented in the division (m) for diluting, distrib-

uting, and regrowing for the next round of screening could be calculated with Equation 2.

Pðx R 1Þ = 1 � Pðx % 0Þ = 1 �
X0

i = 0
Pðx = iÞ = 1 �

X0

i = 0

l0

0!
e� l (Equation 2)

The population of positive clones will be enriched by a factor of 100
l
over each round of isolation. Accordingly, the probability of at least one

positive clone being taken in the division (m) from the identified positive well was 0.993262, 0.999955, and 0.999999, when l equaled 5, 10, and

20 respectively. The population of positive clones will be enrichedby a factor of 20, 10, and 5 in the next round of isolation (Figure S2). A higher

value of l helped to avoid the dismission of positive clones in the process of screening. However, considering the enriching factor of positive

clones over each round of screening, a l value of 10 was used in the following study.

Assessing the performance of the new strategy with two immunized libraries

To assess the performance of the aforementioned new strategy, we first immunized two alpacas with purified antigen proteins DR5 and Pfu

DNA polymerase. IgG titers assayed by ELISA confirmed the generation of specific camel antibodies against both antigen proteins in the

serum of immunized animals (Figure S3). Total mRNA was extracted from lymphocytes according to the protocol of the LeukoLOCK Total

RNA Isolation Kit. The VHH gene segments from two immunized cDNA libraries were amplified by nested PCR and then cloned into our

modified pET-22b secretion vector. For Pfu DNA polymerase nanobodies, upon the transformation of E. coli with constructed nanobody-

encoding vectors, the first round of screening was performed with about 103 clones inoculated in 2 mL terrific broth (TB) culture medium in

each well of a 96 deep-well plate (A1 plate). All wells in the A1 plate were induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) for

12 h and centrifuged to collect supernatants for ELISA assay to identify the well(s) with positive clones. Since all secreted nanobodies had

His-tags constructed on the N terminus, the ELISA plate was then incubated with an anti-His-tag mouse monoclonal antibody and a sec-

ondary anti-mouse antibody conjugated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to detect specific bound nanobodies. The screening results are

shown in Figures 3A–3D. Several wells showed optical density 450 (OD450) values larger than 1.0, indicating E. coli clones expressing spe-

cific nanobodies against the Pfu DNA polymerase were presented in these wells. The probability of certain positive clones (pi) was �1&.

Cells in the positive well of the A1 plate were then resuspended to determine the cell number by using the standard curve of the cell num-

ber and the value of OD600 (Figure S4). A division of �104 clones was taken out from the positive well to dilute and aliquot equally into a

new 96 deep-well plate (A2) for regrowing. The expected value (l) of the number of a certain positive clone presenting in the division was

10 according to Equation 1. The probability of positive clones taken into the division from the identified positive well was 99.995% accord-

ing to Equation 2. Therefore, hardly any positive clone would be dismissed with our new strategy. As these �104 clones taken from the

positive well were aliquoted evenly into the A2 plate, each well would have �100 clones. The probability of a certain positive clone pre-

senting in one well increased from 1& to 1% (Figure 2). With 2 rounds of screening, the number of clones in each well was �10 (Figure 3C).

A simple diluting and spreading of cells from the positive well on the LB agar plate with ampicillin were performed to get single-cell clones

of E. coli. The single-cell clones were then inoculated into another 96 deep-well plate (A3) for the final round of screening to get the spe-

cific monoclonal nanobodies (Figures 2 and 3D). In the end, 6 nanobodies against Pfu DNA polymerase were isolated, of which 5 different

nanobodies were identified according to the calculated genetic distance24 (Figure 3H). For DR5 nanobodies, the first round of screening

with 102 clones inoculated per well showed all positive signals, indicating the population of DR5-specific IgG-secreting B cells was large.

We then tried to isolate the DR5-specific monoclonal nanobody by picking single-cell clones from the luria broth (LB) plate to inoculate in

the 96 deep-well plate with one clone per well. 22 out of 96 clones revealed positive signals from the ELISA assay, showing the high immu-

nogenicity of DR5 (Figure 3E). 10 clones from the positive wells were picked and sent for sequencing. 5 different nanobodies were iden-

tified according to the calculated genetic distance24 (Figure 3G). Nevertheless, we would like to point out that more different nanobodies

against both Pfu DNA polymerase and DR5 could be isolated if needed. Both isolated Pfu DNA polymerase- and DR5-specific nanobody-

expressing E. coli strains were used directly for the production of monoclonal nanobodies. After one step of purification by the nickel ni-

trilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column, the purity of nanobodies reached >95% by SDS-PAGE (Figure S5). This integrated screening and pu-

rification of target-specific monoclonal nanobodies did not need to graft the gene of interest into a new expression vector, simplifying the

discovery of nanobodies.

High throughput of the new strategy for isolating nanobodies

The screening throughput of our strategywas dependent on the number of clones inoculated per well. The signal of positive cloneswas highly

related to its secretion level in the culture medium. For the nanobodies against Pfu DNA polymerase, we inoculated 103 clones per well,

showing a screening throughput of 105 for a single plate. However, nanobodies against DR5 were isolated with the inoculation of a single

clone perwell. To demonstrate the screening throughput for DR5 nanobodies, we diluted the supernatant of each of five isolatedDR5-specific

nanobodies with the supernatant from E. coli transformed with a naive library of nanobodies by ratios of 1:101, 1:102, 1:103, and 1:104. All five

nanobodies showed clear positive signals at the dilution ratio of 1:103. Two DR5-specific nanobodies even showed a positive signal upon

dilution by the ratio of 1:104, demonstrating secretion levels of naturally occurred nanobodies in our system were fairly high to support a

screening throughput of 105–106 for a single 96-well plate (Figure 3F).
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A broad range of binding affinities of isolated nanobodies against target proteins

We performed isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) assays to access the binding affinities of isolated nanobodies. DR5, PfuDNA polymerase,

and their corresponding isolated nanobodies were purified and dialyzed in the same buffer 20 mMHEPES, 150mMNaCl, pH 8.0, at 4�C over-

night. The results showedbinding affinities of five isolatedDR5 nanobodies with DR5 ranged from 18 mM to 54 pMand the binding affinities of

four isolated Pfu nanobodies with Pfu DNA polymerase ranged from 33 mM to 35 pM (Table 1; Figures 4 and S6), confirming our developed

strategy had no bias with high-affinity antibodies and could be applied for isolating nanobodies with a broad range of binding affinities with

target proteins.

Binding epitopes of isolated nanobodies on Pfu DNA polymerase

To demonstrate the diversities of isolated nanobodies, we further probed if the binding epitopes of different nanobodies on Pfu DNA poly-

merase overlapped with each other via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. For each of the isolated Pfu nanobodies, both
15N-labeled and unlabeled samples were expressed and purified. The 15N-1H heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectrum

of each isolated nanobody was first measured in the presence and absence of Pfu DNA polymerase. Upon adding Pfu DNA polymerase,

the formationof thenanobodyandPfuDNApolymerasecomplexcauseda shorterT2 relaxation timeand theconsequentpeak intensity reduc-

tion of the labeled nanobody in the spectrum (Figures 5A and S7). Then 15N-1H HSQC spectra of each Pfu nanobody were recorded in the

presence of Pfu DNA polymerase and another different unlabeled nanobody. If two nanobodies shared overlapping binding sites on Pfu

DNApolymerase, the addition of a second competitive unlabelednanobodywould release the 15N-labelednanobody fromPfuDNApolymer-

ase and restore thepeaking intensityof the 15N-labelednanobody. If twonanobodies had separatedbinding sites onPfuDNApolymerase, the

addition of a second non-competitive unlabeled nanobody would have little effect on the peaking intensity of the 15N-labeled nanobody. In

this way, the overall competitive status of all five nanobodies in bindingwithPfuDNApolymerasewasmeasured and summarized in Figure 5C.

To connect the binding epitopes of the nanobodywith the functional site of PfuDNApolymerase, the inhibition of DNApolymerase activity of

PfuDNApolymerase by different nanobodies was accessed. (Figures 5D and S8). Single-strandedDNA incubation assay was performed in the

presence of each individual Pfu nanobody and the synergetic binding reagent (SYBR) green I dye, which was used as an indicator of the final

amount of double-strand DNA. The results showed the addition of either Nb.Pf02 or Nb.Pf04 strongly inhibited the polymerase activity of Pfu

DNA polymerase, indicating that Nb.Pf02 and Nb.Pf04 bind to active sites of the polymerase domain of Pfu (Figure 5D). According to the

mutual competitive relationship, the cartoon representation of binding sites of all five Pfu nanobodies was plotted in Figure 5B, with the bind-

ing site of Nb.Pf02 on the Pfu DNA polymerase as the reference.

Figure 2. Scheme of integrated isolation and expression of the specific binding monoclonal nanobody via repeated dilution, distribution, and regrown

cycles following the rule of Poisson distribution to avoid the dismission of the positive clones while enriching the population of positive clones
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DISCUSSION

Quick isolation of target-specific nanobodies is crucial for both research and therapies. Instead of the widely used screeningmethods, herein,

we developed a method for the discovery of nanobodies from aspects of both theories and practices. Taking advantage of the small molec-

ular weight and the feasibility of nanobodies to be expressed and secreted into the culture media by E. coli, our integrated way of screening

and expression of specific nanobodies eliminated the step of subcloning of nanobodies into an expression vector. The direct work needed,

including cDNA generation (0.5 days), nest PCR (0.5 days), transformation of vectors into E. coli (1 day), screening of nanobodies (4–5 days),

and production of nanobodies (2 days). The entire work could be done in 8–9 days after the immune response was generated. Thus, this

Figure 3. Isolation of nanobodies against Pfu DNA polymerase and DR5

ELISA results of supernatants of nanobody culture media.

(A–C) Supernatants of�1,000 (A),�100 (B),�10 (C) different nanobody-expressing clones weremonitored against PfuDNApolymerase by ELISA. * indicated the

positive well picked for the next round of screening.

(D and E) Supernatants of single nanobody-expressing clones were detected against PfuDNA polymerase (D) and DR5 (E) by ELISA, respectively. ⁑ indicated the

single clone isolated for sequencing.

(F) Supernatants of different DR5 nanobody-expressing clones were monitored by ELISA upon dilution with the supernatant of E. coli transformed with a naive

library of nanobodies by ratios of 1:101, 1:102, 1:103, and 1:104. Data are shown as meansG standard deviations from four independent experiments. **p < 0.01

(Student’s t tests).

(G and H) Phylogenetic tree showing genetic distances between different nanobodies of Pfu DNA polymerase (H) or DR5 (G).

Table 1. Affinity data for DR5 and Pfu with their respective nanobodies

Antigen Nanobody KD [M]

DR5 Nb.Dr01 (5.4 G 0.4) 310�11

Nb.Dr02 (9.5 G 6.3) 310�10

Nb.Dr03 (1.0 G 0.1) 310�7

Nb.Dr04 (12.0 G 1.0) 310�7

Nb.Dr05 (1.8 G 0.3) 310�5

Pfu DNA polymerase Nb.Pf01 (3.5 G 0.1)310�11

Nb.Pf02 (3.5 G 1.0) 310�8

Nb.Pf03 (3.3 G 2.1) 310�5

Nb.Pf04 (5.9 G 2.4) 310�8

Nb.Pf05 data not available
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developedmethod facilitated reliable, rapid, and integrated screening and production of specificmonoclonal nanobodies. Furthermore, this

approach allowed nanobody screening at a low cost and worked even without any specialized instruments/devices. In case of limited access

to the plate reader, our approach of isolatingmonoclonal antibodies could still be carried on by identifying positive cloneswith the naked eye.

This is particularly helpful for laboratories in startup companies or labs in developing countries. We demonstrated the highest screening

throughput of our method was �106 per 96-well plate. Given the frequency of antigen-specific IgG-secreting B cells often ranged from 10

to 1,000 per 106 cells after the immunization,25 our approach is well suited for the discovery of monoclonal nanobody reagents from the immu-

nized nanobody library. With our modified pET-22b vector, nanobodies are secreted and identified directly from the supernatant of E. coli

culturemedia. The isolated target-specific nanobody could be directly used for fermentation to produce nanobodies on a large scale, greatly

simplifying the process of production of new nanobodies from scratch.

In comparison with the commonly used phage display method,16 our approach avoids the problem of artificial loss of library diversity

(Table S1). Different phage clones have different growth rates in the common pool of bacteria.10 During the process of multiple rounds of

panning and amplifying of phages, the gene of antibodies carried by the slow-growing phages will be lost.11 This decrease in library diversity

may not be a problem for targets with a single binding site, but it could severely limit the number of useful antibodies identified for targets

with different binding epitopes for antibodies. Our approach does not require panning and amplifying of the libraries; therefore, the diversity

could be maintained, enabling the identification of as much ligands as possible. Another advantage of our approach is its general applica-

bility: the developed method enables the quick production of a comprehensive repertoire of Pfu DNA polymerase and DR5 binding nano-

bodies. For both DR5 and PfuDNA polymerase, the isolated nanobodies show a wide range of binding affinity from tens of mM to pM, span-

ning up to 7 orders ofmagnitude, demonstrating thewide applicability of ourmethods for isolating nanobodieswith a broad range of binding

affinities.

In conclusion, our method was shown to enable rapid production of nanobodies with a few rounds of dilution and regrowth of nanobody

library-transformed E. coli in 96-well plates. The advantages of the integrated screen and expression procedure, low-equipment dependency,

and causing no loss of positive clones according to the Poisson distribution convince us our approach has general applicability for nanobody

discoveries. Taking into account of advantages of nanobodies, nanobodies can be easily humanized for application in drug development and

clinical therapies.26 They are much smaller than conventional antibodies and could be fused with each other to generate bivalent or multi-

valent nanobodies.27 The excellent chemical and thermal stability of nanobodies also promotes their applications in antibody-drug conjugate

(ADC) and proteolysis-targeting chimaeras (PROTAC) drugs.28 We envision that our method for nanobody discovery can be widely imple-

mented in academia and industry to generate nanobody reagents suitable for various applications.

Limitations of the study

Herein, we developed an integrated way of screening and expression of nanobodies, which does not require panning and amplifying of the

libraries. The mathematical calculation shows the possibility of the loss of positive clones with our approach is less than 5 3 10�6, indicating

this approach has no bias of the library diversity during the screening process. However, the diversity of the librarymay be limited by the trans-

formation efficiency of bacteria, which is also a disadvantage encountered by other display technologies29,30.Nevertheless, our developed

method facilitates rapid simultaneous screening and production of specific monoclonal nanobodies in 8–9 days after the immune response

Figure 4. Determination of the binding affinities of isolated nanobodies against their target proteins

(A–D) Representative results from ITCmeasurements of two monoclonal nanobodies against DR5 protein (A and B) and twomonoclonal nanobodies against Pfu

DNA polymerase (C and D). ITC measurements of all isolated nanobodies against their target proteins are shown in Figure S6.
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was generated. Furthermore, this approach allowed nanobody screening at a low cost and worked even without any specialized instruments,

showcasing its broad utility potential in the regular generation of monoclonal nanobodies.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

B Lead contact

Figure 5. Characterization of the isolated nanobodies against Pfu DNA polymerase

(A) 15N-1H HSQC spectra of 100 mM Nb.Pf04 in the presence (magenta) and absence (gray) 50 mM Pfu DNA polymerase. Addition of 50 mM unlabeled Nb.Pf02

partially restored the peak intensity of 100 mM Nb.Pf04 with 50 mM Pfu DNA polymerase (cyan). All spectra were recorded at 25�C on a Bruker Avance-600

spectrometer. Data were processed in the same way and displayed with the same contour level.

(B) Cartoon representation of binding sites of all five nanobodies on Pfu DNA polymerase.

(C) A table summarized the overall competitive status of all five nanobodies upon interacting with Pfu DNA polymerase.

(D) The polymerase activity of PfuDNApolymerase was blocked by either Nb.Pf04 or Nb.Pf02monoclonal nanobody. The green line represented the blank group

with no Pfu DNA polymerase. The black line represented the control group with Pfu DNA polymerase and non-specific nanobody. The red and blue lines

represent experimental groups with Pfu DNA polymerase and a final concentration of 0.1 mM (red) and 0.6 mM (blue) of the isolated monoclonal nanobody,

respectively. Data are represented as mean +/� standard deviations from three independent experiments, **p < 0.01 (Student’s t tests).
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B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

B Bacterial strains

B Compliance with ethics requirements

d METHOD DETAILS

B Construction of nanobody immune library

B Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA)

B Isolation of nanobodies

B Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

B Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

B Pfu DNA polymerase activity blocking assay

d QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

d ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2024.108966.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests should be directed to the lead contact, Lichun He (helichun@apm.ac.cn).

Materials availability

This work did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

� This paper does not report original code.

� Original data have been deposited at Mendeley Data and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key

resources table.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse Anti-His tag IgG, mAb GenScript Cat# A00186; RRID:AB_914704

Goat Anti-mouse IgG [HRP], mAb Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs (Yeasen Biotech) Cat# 115-035-003; RRID:AB_10015289

Rabbit Anti-Camelid VHH Antibody [HRP], mAb GenScript Cat#A01861; RRID: AB_3083750

Bacterial and virus strains

T7 Express Competent E. coli NEB Cat#C2566H

SHuffle� T7 Express Competent E. coli NEB Cat#C3029J

Biological samples

Alpaca blood This paper N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

SYBR Green I Yeasen Biotech. Cat#11171ES03

GERBU adjuvant GERBU Cat#3030

Critical commercial assays

LeukoLOCK� Total RNA Isolation Kit Thermo Fisher Cat#AM1923

TransScriptR-Uni One-Step gDNA Removal

and cDNA Synthesis

TransGen Biotech Co. Cat#AU311-02

All-in-One 1st cDNA Synthesis MasterMix kit Swiss Affinibody LifeScience AG &

Qinhe Life Science. Ltd.

Cat#RT001

Deposited data

Primary Data and uncropped images This paper Mendeley Data: doi:10.17632/ynv4mn4k4m.1

Oligonucleotides

CALL001, CALL002 Conrath et al.31 N/A

VHH-EcoR I For and VHH-Hind III-Rev primers This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

AFFINImeter Philippe et al.32 https://www.affinimeter.com

EMBL-EBI Madeira et al.24 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ebisearch
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Bacterial strains

The proteins were recombinantly expressed in E. coli T7 Express (NEB) or SHuffle T7 ExpressE. coli (NEB). The details of the growth conditions

are mentioned in the STAR methods section.

Compliance with ethics requirements

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and approved by the Laboratory Animal Monitoring Committee of

Hubei Province.

METHOD DETAILS

Construction of nanobody immune library

The immunization of llama was performed according to the published protocol.33 In short, a 3-year-old and a 4-year-old female llama were

immunized with six weekly injections of 0.3 mg recombinant DR5 and Pfu DNA polymerase respectively, each with equal volumes of GERBU

Adjuvant (GERBU Biotechnik GmbH) and recombinant proteins. Both recombinant DR5 and Pfu Polymerase proteins have a purity >95%.

15mL of peripheral bloodwas collected after each immunization. 10mL of peripheral bloodwas collected as control before the immunization

of each llama. Serial dilutions of the pre-immune and immune serum were applied for ELISA to confirm the generation of antigen-specific

nanobodies. The blood collected following the final immunization was used for extraction of total RNAwith the commercial LeukoLOCKTotal

RNA Isolation Kit (ThermoFisher). cDNAwas obtainedby the reverse transcription of RNAusing theAll-in-One 1st cDNASynthesisMasterMix

kit (Swiss Affinibody LifeScience AG). The VHH gene segments were amplified by nested PCR using CALL001, CALL002,31 VHH-EcoRI-For and

VHH-HindIII-Rev primers (Table 2) and cloned into a modified pET-22b vector.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA)

96-well immune-plates were coated with purified DR5 or Pfu DNA polymerase proteins, which were diluted in the coating buffer (NaHCO3-

NaOH PH 9.6) at the concentration of 1.0 mg/mL and 10.0 mg/mL for 2 h at 4�C overnight, respectively. 100 mL of supernatants of the nanobody

expressing culture media were added to the coated plate for incubation for 2 h at room temperature and then washed 3 times with the PBST

(0.5% v/v Tween 20 in PBS PH 7.4) buffer. As the nanobody were all fused with N terminal His tag. A commercial mouse originated anti-His

antibody (1: 5000; GenScript) and an anti-mouse IgG-HRP (1: 5000; Yeasen) secondary antibody was applied for the detection of the specifical

binding nanobody. The reaction was developed with the colorimetric substrate TMB (3, 30, 5, 50-Tetramethylbenzidine) and H2O2 for 15 min,

followed by the addition of 50 mL 2 M H2SO4 to terminate the reaction. The absorption at 450nm was monitored by a microplate reader (Syn-

ergy BioTek H1).

Isolation of nanobodies

The integrated screening and expression of nanobodies was named the isolation of nanobodies in our work. Firstly, we did a liquid trans-

formation of the immunized nanobody library into the T7 competent cell to obtain a pool of E. coli expressing the immunized nanobody

library. The transformation efficiency was determined to be around 106 colony-forming units per microgram plasmid. Thus, the volume

containing 10n transformed E. coli could be calculated. For the initial screening, a number of 10n transformed E. coli were inoculated

in a 96 deep-well plate with 2 mL TB medium and 100 mg/mL Amp in each well. A breath-easy membrane was used to seal the 96

deep-well plate. When OD600 reached 0.8, 0.5 mM IPTG was added for induction overnight at 37�C. The plate was then centrifuged at

3000 rpm for 30 min to collect the supernatant. To identify the well containing target-specific nanobodies clones, ELISA was performed

as aforementioned. A division of l310n clones was taken out from the positive well(s), then diluted into 200 mL TB medium and distributed

evenly into a second 96 deep-well plate for the next round of target-specific nanobody isolation. The population of positive clone(s) ex-

pressing the target-specific nanobody will be enriched by a factor of 100
l
over each round of isolation according to Poisson distribution. The

isolation of target-specific nanobody was repeated till l310n z 10. Then, clones from the positive well were spread on the LB agar plate

with 100 mg/mL Amp to get separated single clones of E. coli. Single clones were then inoculated into a new 96 deep-well plate with one

clone in each well for the final round of isolation to get the target-specific monoclonal nanobodies. A value of n in between 1 and 3 was

recommended for the initial isolation step dependent on the abundance of the target-specific IgG secreting B cells in the peripheral

blood. l value of 10 was used in this work.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

DR5, Pfu DNA polymerase and nanobodies were expressed and purified according to the published protocols.34,35 Protein samples were

dialyzed to the same buffer (20mM HEPES-NaOH、150 mM NaCl pH 8.0) at 4�C overnight prior to experiments. Protein concentrations

were determined after dialysis. ITC Experiments were performed using the Malvern MicroCal PEAQ-ITC system with 10–50 mM antigen pro-

teins or nanobodies in the reaction cell and 100 to 500 mM of the interacting nanobodies and antigen proteins in the injection syringe. Ex-

periments were performed under stirring at 750 r.p.m. at 25�C. The initial injection was 0.4 mL, following by a series of injections of 2.5 mL.

Data was analyzed with the AFFINImeter32 software.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

Pfu DNA polymerase and its corresponding monoclonal nanobodies were dialyzed in the sodium phosphate buffer (20 mM sodium

phosphate,150mMNaCl pH 7.4) at 4�C overnight. 100 mMof 15N-labeled nanobody with 5% of D2Owere applied for 2D [15N,1H]-HSQCmea-

surement in the absence and presence of 50 mM Pfu DNA polymerase. 50 mM of a mutually different unlabeled nanobody was then added in

the NMR sample of 15N-labeled nanobody with 50 mM PfuDNApolymerase to identify if two nanobodies shared overlapping binding sites on

the Pfu DNA polymerase. All NMR spectra were measured at 298 K on a Bruker Avance-600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a TCI cryo-

probe. Data were processed with the Topspin software and displayed with the same contour level.

Pfu DNA polymerase activity blocking assay

Real-TimeQuantitative PCR was applied to verify the blocking effect of the isolated nanobodies on the activity of the PfuDNA polymerase. A

single-stranded DNA incubation experiment was performed with 1U Pfu DNA polymerase, 200 mM dNTP, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM KCl, 0.1%

Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 2 mM MgSO4, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 1X of SYBR Green I, pH 8.8. The experiment group was performed with the

addition of 0.1 mM or 0.6 mM isolated Pfumonoclonal nanobody. The negative control group was carried on with the addition of 0.6 mM non-

specific nanobody. Another blank control was performed without Pfu DNA polymerase. The experimental procedure was 50�C 1 min, 90 cy-

cles. All experiments were run in triplicate.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All qPCR experiments were conducted in biological triplicates, error bars represent mean standard error mean and analyzed using theOrigin

Pro 2019 software. Student’s t-tests were employed to designate the statistical significance and p < 0.05 considered significant. ITC data was

analyzed with the AFFINImeter software. NMR data were processed with the Topspin software.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Primary Data and uncropped images can be found online at Mendeley Data. doi:10.17632/ynv4mn4k4m.2.
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